
Hello, I’m Rae, I am on the MA Fine Art course and 
am a painter. I live in York with my partner. Before 
the course I was a Graphic Designer for six years. I 
am passionate about bringing people together, 
providing support for likeminded students and 
building a future post degree.

I have found the magic of MI have found the magic of MA is the diversity of 
ages, locations and experiences and believe we 
can all benefit from this. 

I hope to achieve this by focusing on:

Networking within the University. As my friend Henri Matisse once said “creativity takes courage” and 
we sure do have courage. There are so many fascinating, and creative people within the University 
that can inspire and create opportunities. Networking could include trips to art galleries, museums 
and areas of artistic interest in our post Covid world. 

Networking within Leeds andNetworking within Leeds and Yorkshire. I understand many postgraduates live away from Leeds 
itself. I would like to help tap into the resources available outside of the University to build our own 
network to nurture relationships within the arts and creative world. This will help to springboard into 
the post degree world. 

Furthering help and support for learning difficulties. Currently the University does not openly offer 
screening for learning disabilities such as ADHD, Dyslexia and Dyspraxia for Level 7 students. I 
would like to work with students and the University to change this. 

WWe rise by lifting others is the idea at the heart of my manifesto and is all about us. By creating a 
community within the postgraduate group, our University and the local area, we can help each other 
achieve our personal goals during and after University.

I’d like to take this opportunity to say thank you for reading my manifesto. 

Rae Bedford

Cast your vote on eStudio from 1pm, Tuesday 4th - 6pm Thursday 6th May 
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